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ABSTRACT: All-optical manipulation of a single-photon quantum
transport is of fundamental importance in quantum nanophotonics.
Here, a system consisting of a single-mode waveguide coupling with a
V-type three-level atom is proposed, where two excited states of the
atom are strongly driven by the external coherent field. Transmission
and reflection spectra for the output photon at different frequency
components, including virtual transitions induced by the ultrastrong
driving, are calculated. The interaction between the waveguide photon
and the driven atom experiences quantum interferences, which leads to
a variety of capabilities for manipulating the single-photon transport in
the spectral domain. We perform simulations to demonstrate the
possibilities of achieving desired frequency conversions as well as generating different correlated single-photon states by using
external drive field at chosen strength. Our work therefore studies the single-photon transport in a strongly driven atom−waveguide
system and shows applications for all-optically manipulating the single photon in the field of quantum information processing.
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With recent developments of the state-of-art quantum
technology, manipulations of the single-photon quantum
state transport receive great attentions, which shows an
important role toward potential applications in the quantum
information processing.1−10 In an atom−waveguide system,
photon confined inside the waveguide shows the strong
interaction with the atom (or the quantum emitter), which
provides the possibility for realizing the photon−photon
interaction.11 Many experiments have been conducted to
realize different practical platforms, such as the microwave
transmission line coupled to the superconducting qubit,12,13

surface plasmons coupled to the individual optical emitter,14

and the photonic-crystal or nanophotonic waveguide coupled
to a real atom or a quantum emitter.15−20 It has been found
that the single-photon transport dynamics in such systems can
be successfully studied by general approaches using real-space
model Hamiltonian21,22 and few-photon input−output formal-
ism.23,24 These theoretical methods therefore have been widely
utilized to not only explain relevant experiments, but also to
solve many specific models and predict interesting phenomena
for the few-photon transport, including electromagnetically
induced transparency,25−27 slow/fast propagation of pho-
tons,28 and stimulated emission,29 which hence triggers a
broad interest in the quantum optics community.30−41

Due to the strong interaction between photons and atoms
inside the waveguide, the atom−waveguide systems provide a
potential candidate for exploring the quantum nonlinear optics
and realizing strong photon−photon interactions.5 All-optical

quantum manipulation of photons therefore is feasible, where
single-photon transport can be controlled by other driven
optical fields.42−46 These methods therefore points out a
possible route toward various quantum nanophotonic
applications including single-photon transistor,14 quantum
phase switch,47 single-photon router,48,49 and entangled state
manipulation.50,51

In this paper, we investigate the interaction between a single-
photon and a V-type three-level atom (or quantum emitter) in
a generalized single-mode waveguide, where the transition
between two upper levels is driven by an external coherent
microwave field. The photon is near resonant with both
transitions corresponding to two arms of the V-type atom, and
hence there are two possible paths to excite the atom from the
ground state to either the excited state. With driving the two
excited states by a strong external field breaking the rotating-
wave approximation (RWA), the system exhibits the quantum
interference characteristics with multiple paths including
virtual transitions, which leads to more rich physics compared
to the similar system under RWA.42 We analysize trans-
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missions and reflections by using general formalisms21−24

together with Floquet theory.52−54 Our study explores the
frequency conversion in the single-photon transport process at
its most basic level and shows the feasibility for preparing
frequency-correlated quantum states, which opens an avenue
in the field of quantum nanophotonics toward the all-optical
manipulation of a single photon in the spectral domain.

■ MODEL
We consider the atom-waveguide system which is composed
by a single-mode waveguide coupling with a V-type three-level
atom (see Figure 1a). The ground state and two excited states

of the atom are described as |g⟩, |a⟩, and |b⟩, respectively. The
atom has two optical transitions |g⟩ → |a⟩ and |g⟩ → |b⟩ with
the corresponding transition frequencies ωa and ωb, which is
assumed to obey ωa < ωb. The incident photon inside the
waveguide having a frequency ω in the vicinity of these two
atomic transitions, which can excite the atom from its ground
state to either excited state. In addition, external coherent
driving field is used to provide an atomic transition between
two excited states. This extra driving field is general and can be
either microwave55 or an effective field from a two-photon
transition56 for a given special platform. The photon−atom
interaction inside the waveguide can be described by the real-
space Hamiltonian21,42
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C x iv C x
x

C x

V x C x C x a a

b b g g t a b b a
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where σ1,− = |g⟩⟨a| and σ2,− = |g⟩⟨b| are ladder operators giving
the atomic transition from the ground state |g⟩ to the excited
state |a⟩ and |b⟩, respectively. CR(L)

† and CR(L) are the creation
and annihilation operators for creating and annihilating the
photon propagating toward the right (left), respectively. We
also set ℏ= 1 and ωg = 0 for the simplicity throughout this
paper. We assume the linear dispersion of the waveguide and
hence vg denotes the group velocity of photon and V denotes
the photon−atom coupling strength. The driving field is
continuous-wave and has the oscillating frequency δ = ωb −
ωa, which is equal to the atomic transition between two excited
states, as shown in Figure 1b. Ω is the corresponding Rabi
frequency for the driving field. In deriving eq 1, we use RWA
for the interaction between the waveguide photon and the
atom, but we do not apply RWA for the interaction between

the driving field and the atom, because we assume that the
microwave transition frequency is much smaller than the
optical transition frequency and the Rabi frequency of the
driving field can be at the same order of the magnitude as the
microwave transition frequency, that is, Ω ∼ ωb − ωa ≪ ωa,
ωb. Our model, hence, is close to the experimental condition
and can be used to explore the physics from the strong external
driving in the atom−waveguide system.
With the conservation of the excitation number for the

single-photon transport in the waveguide, we consider the
wave function of the system

E t x x t C x x t C x g e t a

e t b
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where ϕR
†(x, t) (ϕL

†(x, t)) is the wave function for photon
propagating along the right (left) direction, while the atom is
in the ground state. e1(t) and e2(t) are probability amplitudes
of the atom in excited states |a⟩ and |b⟩, respectively. The wave
function in eq 2 satisfies the Schrödinger equation

H E i E
t

| ⟩ = | ⟩∂
∂

. For the photon incident from the left, one

can take forms

x t e x t t e x e( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )ikx ikx i t
Rϕ θ θ= [ − + ] ω† −

(3)

x t r t e x e( , ) ( ) ( )ikx i t
Lϕ θ= [ − ] ω† − −

(4)

where t(t) and r(t) are the transmission and reflection
amplitude, respectively. k and ω is the wavevector and
frequency of the incoming photon, respectively, which obeys
the quality ω = vgk.
To solve the Schrödinger equation, we use the Floquet

theory52−54 since the Hamiltonian in eq 2 is periodic in time
and satisfies H(t) = H(t + 2π/δ). Hence, one can expand the
time-dependent t(t), r(t), and e1(2)(t) as

t t t e( )
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(5)
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(6)
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(7)

where t(n), r(n), and e1(2)
(n) are the corresponding terms for the

components at the frequency ωn = ω + nδ, respectively, with n
being an integer. Plugging the expressions in eqs 5−7 into the
Schrödinger equation and using the slowly varying-envelope
approximations, that is, |t|̇, |r|̇ ≪ ω|t|, ω|r|, we obtain
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Figure 1. (a) Schematics of a single photon interacting with an atom
driven by the external field inside the waveguide. A three-level atom
experiences photon absorption and then releases a transmitted
(purple arrow) or reflected (red arrow) photon. (b) Detailed energy
levels of the V-type atom interacting with the incident photon at the
frequency ω.
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where Δ = ω − (ωa + δ/2) denotes the frequency detuning of
the incident photon referring to the frequency (ωa + ωb)/2
(see Figure 1b).

■ RESULTS
We solve eqs 8−11 to explore the single-photon transport in
the system shown in Figure 1a. |t(n)|2 and |r(n)|2 denote the
transmission probability and reflection probability for the
photon being converted to the nth frequency component ωn.
Such set of equations is composed of infinite number of
equations, which can be calculated with a truncation. We
choose the frequency difference between two excited states δ =
10 V2/vg and truncate the equations at n = ±10. In Figure 2,

we plot the transmission and reflection spectra for |t(0)|2, |r(0)|2,
|t(±1)|2, and |r(±1)|2, respectively, while changing the detuning of
the input photon, Δ, and the Rabi frequency strength of the
driving field, Ω. Δ is scanned from −30V2/vg to 30V2/vg,
covering the two atomic resonances at ωa (Δ = −5 V2/vg) and
ωb (Δ = 5V2/vg). Ω is scanned from 0 to 25V2/vg. At Ω = 0,
that is, the external driving field is turned off, the single-photon
transport shows the complete reflection if the incident photon
has the frequency at the resonances of ωa and ωb (see Figure
2b), while it results in the complete transmission if the photon
is not near resonant with ωa and ωb (see Figure 2a). Without
the driving field, the frequency of the transmitted/reflected
photon can not be converted to other frequency component at
ωn≠0. Once the driving field is turned on, the frequency of the
photon can be converted due to the photon−photon
interaction between the waveguide photon and the photon
from the driving field through the atom. For example, the
incident photon at the frequency ω excites the atomic
transition |g⟩ → |a⟩ first, the driving field then converts the
atom from |a⟩→ |b⟩, and last a new photon is emitted from the
transition |b⟩ → |g⟩, coupling back to the waveguide and

propagating toward either the right or the left. The probability
of this conversion path is captured by the transmission
probability and reflection probability for photon at the
frequency component ω1, which are shown in Figure 2c.
One can see the transmission/reflection probability becomes
nonzero near the resonance at Δ = −δ/2 (ω = ωa). On the
other hand, another similar path showing the conversion to the
frequency component ω−1 is featured by Figure 2d, where the
transmission/reflection probability becomes nonzero near the
resonance at Δ = δ/2 (ω = ωb). For small Ω of the driving
field, the spectra in Figure 2 show the linear Rabi splitting near
resonances, which is consistent with the results in ref 42.
Nevertheless, features of the linear Rabi splitting is no longer
valid for the strong driving breaking RWA between two excited
states, that is, Ω ∼ δ/2, because of the counter-rotating terms
from the interaction between the driving field and the atom. By
further increasing the Rabi frequency (Ω > δ/2), one can see
the anticrossing features in the spectra near Δ = ±15V2/vg and
Δ = ± 25V2/vg in Figure 2, which corresponds to the
resonance from the virtual photon transition from the counter-
rotating terms. Other interesting features from the strong
external driving between two excited states can be seen. For
example, the spectra for converted-frequency photon in Figure
2c,d show the nonlinear dependence, indicating that the
creation of the photon at ω±1 has local maximum for a certain
parameter regime.
To better explore the conversion probability of the incident

photon to different frequency components at ωn, we set Δ = 0
and plot the corresponding transmitted/reflected spectra |t(n)|2

and |r(n)|2 in Figure 3a,b, while varying Ω. It is interesting to see

symmetric spectra and to note that the probabilities for
converted frequency components at |n| ≥ 2 is almost zero.
Moreover, at Ω ≈ 5 V2/vg, reflected spectra shows similar
amplitudes for components n = 0, ±1, which indicates that, for
the incident photon at the frequency ω = (ωa + ωb)/2
interacting with the driven atom, it exhibits similar
probabilities for the reflected photon converted to the
frequency ω − δ, ω, or ω + δ. We further plot reflected

Figure 2. Transmission and reflection spectra of the single-photon
transport in the atom-waveguide system with δ = 10 V2/vg. (a, b)
Transmission and reflection spectra |t(0)|2 and |r(0)|2 for the output
photon with the unchanged frequency. (c, d) Transmission and
reflection spectra |t(±1)|2 and |r(±1)|2 for the output photon at the
frequency ω±1 = ω ± δ.

Figure 3. (a, b) Transmission and reflection coefficients (|t(n)|2 and |
r(n)|2) for the incident photon having Δ = 0. (c) The corresponding |
r(n)|2 with n = 0, ±1, ..., ±4. (d, e) Spectra of the reflected output
photon at Ω = 4.971V2/vg [labeled by red arrow in (c)] and Ω =
13.590V2/vg [labeled by magenta arrow in (c)], respectively.
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spectra |r(n)|2 versus Ω in Figure 3c. One can see that the
reflection coefficients for n = −1, 0, 1 are the same at Ω =
4.971V2/vg, with its corresponding reflected spectra detailed in
Figure 3d. With this choice of the driving Rabi frequency, the
probability for the reflected photon collected at the left having
the frequency ω0,±1 is 0.104. This unique feature here can be
used for generating a correlated single-photon state along the
frequency axis of light

1 , 0 , 0 0 , 1 , 0 0 , 0 , 1c1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1ϕ| ⟩ = | ⟩ + | ⟩ + | ⟩− − − (12)

if the postselection is applied to filter out the photon
transmitted to the right. Similar feature can also been found
for Ω = 5.730V2/vg. Moreover, one can use the spectra in
Figure 3c to consider different correlated photon generation.
For example, in Figure 3e, we plot the reflected spectra with Ω
= 13.590V2/vg, which shows the reflected photon has the equal
probability to be converted to the frequency components at ω
± δ and ω ± 2δ, respectively, while conversions to other
frequency components are highly negligible, leading to the
potential generation of the correlated single-photon state:

1 , 0 , 0 , 0 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 0 , 0 , 1 , 0

0 , 0 , 0 , 1
c2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2

2 1 1 2

ϕ| ⟩ = | ⟩ + | ⟩ + | ⟩

+ | ⟩
− − − − − −

− − (13)

We next choose the frequency of the incident photon being
ω = ωa (Δ = −δ/2) and ω = ωb (Δ = δ/2), respectively, which
is equal to the two atomic resonances in Figure 1a. Figure 4a,b
(Figure 4c,d) show transmitted/reflected spectra |t(n)|2 and |
r(n)|2 for the case ω = ωa (ω = ωb). Asymmetric spectra have
been seen, which shows the unidirectional frequency
conversions of the output photon. We plot the corresponding
|t(n)|2 and |r(n)|2 versus Ω for the case of ω = ωb in Figure 4e,f.
One notice that there are high possibilities of the photon
remaining its original frequency or getting converted to the
frequency ω−1. Moreover, as shown in Figure 4f, |r(0)|2 starts
from 1 and drops to 0, while Ω is increasing. Meanwhile, |
r(−1)|2 starts from 0 to its maximum probability ∼0.25 at Ω ≈
1.003V2/vg, and it gradually drops to 0 while Ω is further
increasing. We notice that near Ω = 4.393 V2/vg, |r

(0)|2 ≈ 0, but
|r(−1)|2 ≈ 0.061. Therefore, this feature can be used to convert
the input photon at the frequency ωb to a reflected photon at
ωa if the postselection is used to filter out the transmitted

photon. Due to the symmetry between spectra in Figure 4a,b
and Figure 4c,d, a photon at ωa can also be converted to the
photon at ωb with the postselection.
To further see the quantum interferences between virtual

transition paths, we also calculate the single-photon transport
with the atom having δ = 5V2/vg. In Figure 5a,b, we show the

transmission and reflection spectra for |t(0)|2 and |r(0)|2,
respectively. Besides similar features in Figure 2a,b, one can
see a more complex pattern including the Rabi splitting as well
as the anticrossing features around Δ = ±(m + 1/2)δ, with m
being a positive integer.

■ SIMULATIONS
In this section, we perform simulations to show the
possibilities for generating frequency correlated photon states
and achieving the single-photon frequency conversion.
Simulations are based on solving equations of motion from
eqs 1 and 2, which read

i
k
jjj y

{
zzzt

v
x

x t i x t iV x e t e t( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )g R R 1 2ϕ ωϕ δ∂
∂
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(14)
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k
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{
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∂

= − − [ + ]
(15)

Figure 4. (a, b) [(c, d)] Transmission and reflection coefficients (|t(n)|2 and |r(n)|2) for the incident photon having Δ = −δ/2 (Δ = δ/2). (e, f)
Corresponding |t(n)|2 and |r(n)|2 with n = 0, ±1, ..., ±4 for the incident photon having Δ = δ/2.

Figure 5. (a, b) Transmission and reflection spectra |t(0)|2 and |r(0)|2 of
the single-photon transport in the atom−waveguide system with δ =
5V2/vg.
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In simulations, we use a Gaussian-shape pulse with the carrier
frequency ω and the full width at half-maximum being 0.25V2/
vg as the input field. We also set δ = 10V2/vg. The input field is
injected from the left of the waveguide propagating toward the
right. We collect the temporal profiles of the right-propagating
field at the right end and the left-propagating field at the left
end of the waveguide, and then perform the Fourier
transformation to show the transmission and reflection spectra,
respectively.
We first show simulation results of the case with the input

carrier frequency being ω = ωa + δ/2, which correspond to the
proposed generation of the correlated single-photon state in
Figure 3d,e. Figure 6a and b show the output transmission and

reflection spectra with Ω = 4.971V2/vg and 13.590V2/vg,
respectively. In Figure 6a, one can see that the output spectrum
for the reflected field indeed gives three major peaks at
frequencies ωa + δ/2 − δ, ωa + δ/2, ωa + δ/2 + δ, respectively,
with almost equally intensities. This feature is consistent with
the analysis in Figure 3d. In Figure 6b, there are four major
peaks at frequencies ωa + δ/2 − 2δ, ωa + δ/2 − δ, ωa + δ/2 +
δ, ωa + δ/2 + 2δ in the reflected spectrum. We find it
quantitatively matches what we expected to see from Figure 3e,
however, the intensities of these four peaks are not at the same
intensity. The reason is that such small amount of reflection is
difficult to be accurately captured from a finite temporal pulse
that we use in simulations. The transmission spectrum shows a
single peak at the input frequency dominating other frequency
components, which indicates that the photon has a very large

chance to be transparency through the waveguide in this untra-
strong driving case.
We then change the input photon at the carrier frequency ω

= ωb = ωa + δ, but keep the atom and the waveguide system
unchanged. We use the drive field at different strengths and
Figure 6c and d gives the simulation results with Ω = 1.003V2/
vg and 4.393V2/vg, respectively. In Figure 6c, one can see the
output spectra for both the transmission and the reflection
show two equally distributed peaks at frequencies ωa and ωb,
which are consistent with the analysis of Figure 4e,f. One can
then use this frequency conversion result to prepare a
correlated state based on these two frequencies. Moreover,
Figure 6d shows the complete unidirectional frequency
conversion in the reflection as the output reflected spectrum
has a peak at ωa, while the transmitted spectrum has the peak
at ωb. Therefore, simulations confirm the analysis in the
previous section that one can generate the desired correlated
photon state or perform the single-photon frequency
conversion with the postselection by choosing appropriate
external drive field in the same atom-waveguide system.

■ DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Our proposal can be potentially realized in different types of
atom−light interaction systems.3,12,57−61 In particular, it is
experimentally demonstrated that a single microwave photon
can interacting with a superconducting qubit in a waveguide
resonator, with a resonant frequency at the order of 1−10 GHz
and V2/vg ≈ 0.1−1 MHz.12,21 Such superconducting qubit is
capable for being designed in V-type scheme with upper level
splitting ≈1−10 MHz coherently driven by an external field at
the Rabi frequency up to 10 MHz.58,62 Alternatively, one could
also consider to use the photonic atom−waveguide exper-
imental platform.3,59,61 In this case, one embeds either the
rubidium or cesium atom into a photonic-crystal waveguide,
where the coupling strength can be achieved at the order of
≈1−103 MHz.3,59,61 To construct a V-type level scheme, the
hyperfine splitting of one excited state of the atom can be used
with the level splitting at the order of 0.1−1 GHz.63,64 This
hyperfine transition can be coupled by the coherent microwave
field.65 Moreover, our proposal is also potentially feasible in
the phonon−atom coupling system.60 With recent rapidly
developing state-of-art technologies, we see various exper-
imental possibilities for further on-chip implementations of our
theoretical proposal.
There are few remarks we want to make here. In our driven

atom−waveguide system in Figure 1, the waveguide photon
can couple to both atomic transitions. In previous works
regarding to waveguide photon interacting with multilevel
atoms,32,33,42,45,48,56,66,67 the assumption that the photon at
certain frequency is only coupled to one of atomic transitions
has been taken. This assumption is valid when the frequency
difference between two atomic transitions is relatively large in a
driven system. The linear splitting regime shown in spectra in
Figures 2 and 5 is in this condition. On the other hand, the
ultrastrong field is technologically available and practically
important for achieving photon−photon interactions in
nanophotonics.5 However, for ultrastrong external drive, this
assumption breaks and RWA is no longer valid. Our analysis
hence explores this problem beyond RWA under the
ultrastrong driving regime. Multifunctional single-photon
manipulations along the frequency domain have been found.
The resulting manipulation efficiencies are possible to be
further improved with some extra efforts. For example, a

Figure 6. (a, b) The input (black), output reflection (red), and
output transmission (blue) spectra for incident photon Δ = 0, with Ω
= 4.971 V2/vg and 13.590V2/vg, respectively. (c, d) The input (black),
output reflection (red), and output transmission (blue) spectra for
incident photon Δ = 5V2/vg with Ω = 1.003V2/vg and 4.393V2/vg,
respectively. Here δ = 10V2/vg.
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multistage coupling scheme where the single-photon transports
in a 1D atomic chain and each atom is driven by an external
field can be used. In this scheme, the frequency-conversion
efficiency is estimated to be linearly increased with only few
atoms added, and to approach the saturation ∼23% in a chain
of ∼20 atoms, using the same parameters in Figure 6d.
Moreover, efficiencies are possibly further increased by
including an appropriate cavity into the system.
In summary, we study the single-photon transport in a

waveguide, coupling with a three-level atom driven by the
external field. Such an ultrastrong external field between two
atomic excited states can induce an atomic virtual transtions.
The single photon undergoes quantum interferences between
different atomic transition paths and therefore spectra for the
output photon exhibit anticrossing features. By changing the
frequency of the input photon as well as the Rabi frequency of
the driving field, one see the frequency conversion in the
single-photon transport process, which could be important
toward applications for the single-photon frequency modu-
lator. Moreover, the reflected photon can also be used to
generate different correlated single-photon states in the
spectral domain. One notices that the Hamiltonian in eq 1
used to describe the atom−waveguide system in Figure 1a, can
be similar to that describing a cavity−waveguide system with
two cavities under a time-dependent coupling coefficient.68,69

Hence, the phenomena in this work shall also be valid for such
a system. Compared to previous works,54,70−74 our proposal
here provides an alternative method with flexibility in an atom-
waveguide platform driven by tunable external driving field to
achieve multiple functionalities, which is essential for the
engineering purpose for manipulating single photon in
integrated photonics.3 Our work therefore shows the
important spectral manipulation of the photon, which could
bring new possibilities with the concept of synthetic
dimensions,75−78 including synthetic Fock-state lattices,79−81

and point out the all-optical control of the photon, leading
toward practical potentials in quantum information process-
ing.82−84
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